Legalized Slave Ownership

By Anna Von Reitz
All these years I've sat and watched the show like everyone else. I didn't believe it, and in that, I
may be exceptional. It appears that a great many Americans just watched the Boob Tube and
accepted, pretty much at face value, whatever Walter Cronkite or some other Talking Head reported
to them.
Why? Because Americans are basically honest people and we formed an honest government, and it
simply wasn't known how profoundly changed and corrupted our original government had become
during the administration of Ulysses S. Grant.
Millions of Americans educated in the public school system will tell you that they never had an
inkling. They didn't know and weren't told that the Reconstruction was never finished. They didn't
know and weren't told that the three branches of the Federal Government were originally Federal,
Territorial, and Municipal.
Most importantly, they were never told that they were living in the middle of a continuing Mercenary
"War" that was promulgated by their Federal Employees and the Subcontracting Agencies.
When you step back from it, and look at the roots of it, it becomes apparent that the root of the evil
is slavery ---- but not slavery in the sense we are taught to think about it now.
We have been conditioned to think about slavery in terms of black and white, or brown and white,
and not in terms of what slavery actually is. Slavery is not based on race. It's based on
commandeering free will and labor by force or feigned legality --and then using the victim to profit
oneself.
Peonage, or "indentured servitude", is a lesser form of this same evil.
And despite varying levels of awareness over the past 160 years, these issues were also assumed to
be dead and gone and settled --- and really never were.
It is apparent in retrospect that although private slave ownership was outlawed in this country as a
result of the Civil War, public sector slave ownership was allowed, and it secretively expanded its
reach decade after decade.
In the "US Government System" it is crystal clear that Territorial Employees are serving in the military
as indentured public servants for the period of years comprising their Tour of Duty, and that during
that time, they have no constitutional or other rights, other than what is provided by the Code of
Military Justice.

And Municipal Employees in the Federal Civil Service are slaves. It may be that they are treated
pretty well by their masters most of the time, but they are still slaves, bought and sold and traded as
commodities using FDR's infamous "Clearinghouse Certificates".
Here is the definition of "Clearinghouse Certificates" as published by the St. Louis Federal Reserve
Bank:
"Clearing House Loan Certificates are instruments which represent temporary loans made by the
banks banded together as a Clearing House Association, to the individual members of such
association, upon collateral acceptable to a Committee of bankers appointed for the purpose of
passing on and holding such collateral."
The "temporary" part is your lifetime.
Given FDR's statements made in his First Inaugural Address about "clearinghouse certificates" and
the definition above, it is grossly apparent that he sold the Federal Civil Service Employees into
slavery as commodities subject to the banks -- used them and their assets and their labor as
collateral to borrow against, without their knowledge or consent.
And then, FDR just "conferred" this same Municipal citizenship on everyone else that he could entrap,
either by bullying us to get a Social Security Number and lying to us and saying that we "had to have
a social security account" in order to work in this country (only true if you are a foreigner or working
for the Federal Government), or any other of a galaxy of adhesion contracts designed to do the same
thing: provide them an excuse to claim that you, too, were a Federal Employee or Dependent.
And therefore, another slave. More collateral to back their debts.
This is what the great Democratic Party has done for black and whites alike.
Slavery, sin taxes, regulation of controlled substances, and entertainment industries are where they
get the largest portion of their money. They were granted regulatory power over alcohol, tobacco
and firearms, but they have since attempted to define a great many other things as "controlled
substances" with more or less success. Marijuana is one obvious example.
As I write, they are trying to grab more and more "regulatory control" over other goods and
commodities, and may soon impose rationing systems, even though they and their policies are what
have caused there to be shortages of things like toilet paper in this country. They have struggled for
years to maintain control of over the counter drugs and vitamins and herbal remedies to better profit
their own investments in pharmaceuticals.
And now they are trying a new enslavement rationale.
The U.S. Patent laws have allowed them to patent pieces of genetically engineered DNA and RNA for
profit, so they have done so. Now they seek to implant some of their genetically engineered RNA
into your natural genome, and claim that you are a "genetically modified product" created by and
belonging to them.
They want to make you and your children into a sterile "GMO product" just like a brand of Monsanto's
corn.
Two birds with one stone and one vaccination: claim ownership of you and all the assets that are
naturally yours, plus sterilize a large percentage of the population and thereby reduce the number of
people per their Agenda.
And as you can see, they don't spend a lot on their slaves. They keep them hungry and feed them
lies, to keep themselves in political power.
Despicable, diabolical Democrats. And a lot of equally Reprehensible Republicans.

Unless we all wake up and get organized and push back like steers in a stampede, this is the future
planned for you by all these politicians claiming to care so much for the poor---- while enslaving and
depriving the poor.
No doubt you missed it, but Brazil gave its people so much money during the pandemic nonsense,
that they accidentally empowered their whole country. Their economy is booming. They can afford
to preserve the Rain Forest -- whether or not they can be persuaded to do so. Nobody is going
hungry in Brazil anymore.
And how has this miracle been achieved?
Someone woke up and realized that "money" is like corn being fed to rats in a maze. Do what the
Masters want, and you get a kernel as a reward. Make two correct turns in the maze and you get
more kernels. But what happens when the rats figure this out, and seize hold of their own monetary
system?
So long as you distribute the "corn" in a careful but liberal fashion, much as you use fertilizer to feed
plants, and avoid applying too much, everything blooms.
And there is no need for slavery or slave masters any more.
The ultimate end to slavery lies in two things: (1) appropriate punishment for those who are seeking
to enslave others by any means, using any excuse; (2) proper control of the monetary system so that
slavery is no longer profitable, and such abuses as "clearinghouse certificates" --- that is, birth
certificates --- are a thing of the past.
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